Public Lecture

Attempting to Exit the Human Perspective
A Priori Experimentation in Kant’s *Critique of Pure Reason*

Rachel Zuckert (Northwestern University)
13 May 2019, 14:30-16:30
Aarhus University, Conference Centre, Studenterhus, Meeting Room 2

All are welcome.

Master Class

Kant on Reflective Judgment

with Rachel Zuckert (Northwestern University)
14 May 2019, 10:00-16:30
Aarhus University, Conference Centre, Studenterhus

Kant’s *Critique of Judgment* comprises two uneasily connected main parts: one on aesthetics and beauty, the other on biology and organisms. The biology part focuses on teleological judgments of organisms, the aesthetics part on pure judgments of taste. The common theme in both is what Kant calls reflective judgment. It is the unifying principle of beautiful nature and organic nature, and of Kant’s critical philosophy more generally.

All are welcome. Registration is required. Please send your name and university affiliation to: kantweek2019@gmail.com
Reflection and Reflective Judgment in Kant

International Graduate Workshop

15 May 2019, 9:30-17:00
Aarhus University, Building 1441-210
16 May 2019, 9:30-17:00
Aarhus University, Conference Centre, Studenterhus, Meeting Room 1

All are welcome. No registration required.

Keynotes:

Fiona Hughes (University of Essex)
Reflective judgement and archaeology: An archaeology of transitions

Katalin Makkai (Bard College Berlin): tbd

Esther Oluffa Pedersen (Roskilde University)
The Observer’s Perspective in Kant’s Aesthetic Judgement

Rachel Zuckert (Northwestern University)
The Momentary Inhibition and Outpouring of the Vital Powers:
Kant on the Dynamic Sublime

The workshop is organised by Lars Lodberg (contact: filll@cas.au.dk).

More info on the programme soon at:
conferences.au.dk/kantweek2019/

The events of the Aarhus Kant Week are organised by the Kant Research Project at the Department of Philosophy and the History of Ideas.
Contact: Guido Kreis (guido.kreis@cas.au.dk)
The Kant Research Project and the events of the Kant Week are generously funded by Aarhus Universitets Forskningsfond (AUFF)